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From asymptotic normality of a unimodal sequence (p,) estimates are obtained 
for the values N such that pN >p, for all n. 
I. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 
In [2], Canfield starts from the following situation: There are positive 
numbers K, u, and ,u and a sequence of nonnegative numbers p,, n > 0, such 
that 
0) Cpn= 1, 
(ii) ]CnGrr+xo pn - (2~))“’ . j?, eWfy2 dt] <K/o for all x E R, 
(iii) (p,) is a properly logarithmically concave sequence. (For the 
definition of this term see, e.g., [2] or [3].) 
From (i), (iii) it follows easily that the sequence (p,) is unimodal with 
exactly one or two peak(s). (For the definition of the term “unimodal” see 
[3] or Theorem (A*) of this note.) Thus the problem arises of getting some 
estimates for the value(s) of N such that pN >p, for all n and for the 
numbers p,, themselves. 
An answer is given in the first two theorems of [2], as follows: 
THEOREM (A). Let K, u, ,u,p, satisfy (i)-(iii) above, and assume that 
K/a < 0.0087 and that K > 7. Let 6 be defined by the equation 
(0.0875) a3 = 4(2~)“~ K/a. 
Then, ,u - 6a < N < p + 6~. 
THEOREM (B). Let K, ,u, o,p,, satisfy (i)-(iii) above. Assume in addition 
that a’/’ > 100, K/all2 < 0.01, K > 7, and 6 < 0.01, where 6 is defined as in 
the previous theorem. 
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Then, for all n 
lop,, - e-x*“/(2~)“‘~ < (14.X+ 4.87)/o’*, 
where x = (n - p)/u. 
The assumptions K/a < 0.0087 and K > 7 of Theorem (A) immediately 
imply u > 804.597..., which raises the question of practicability of 
Theorem (A). 
Considering the assumptions of Theorem (B), one easily confirms that the 
assumption u”2 > 100 is unnecessary, because from K/a”* < 0.01 and 
K > 7 there follows u”~ > 700. Thus u > 490,000, and by this condition the 
practicability of Theorem (B) seems to be suspicious. This impression is 
emphasized by considering the assumption 6 < 0.01, because this together 
with K > 7 implies that even the condition u > 802,121,047 must be 
satisfied. 
Finally, in [2] a third theorem is given. In the proof of this Theorem (C) 
(It is unnecessary to repeat it here.) the Berry-EssCen inequality (cf. [4]) and 
Theorem (B) are applied. For the constant c, of the Berry-Es&en inequality 
Canfield uses the fact that c,, < 33/4 (cf. [4]). For this reason, it should be 
mentioned that a better upper bound is due to van Beek [ 11, who has proved 
that c,, < 0.7975. Clearly, there is a close relation between the constant c0 
and the constant K of Theorems (A) and (B). So it is quite reasonable to 
avoid the assumption K > 7 in these two theorems. 
Since all results of Canfield’s paper are based on Theorem (A), this note 
proposes to use the following Theorem (A*) instead of Theorem (A). 
Theorem (A*) does not need the inappropriate assumption K > 7, and at the 
same time it gives a further improvement of Theorem (A), which is attained 
by a variation of Canlield’s proof. Furthermore, with regard to the 
assumptions about the numbers pn, Theorem (A*) is stated in a more 
generalized version than Theorem (A). 
II. A RESULT ON UNIMODALITY AND ASYMPTOTIC NORMALITY 
THEOREM (A*). Let pn, n E Z, be real numbers with the following 
properties : 
(a) There are N,, N, E Z with N, <N, such that 
P, <Pn+,1 if n<N,, 
Pn =PN,’ if N, <n<N,, 
P, >Pn+1> if n > N2 
(i.e. the numbers p,, are unimodal). 
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(b) There are real numbers ,u, u, K with u, K > 0 such that 
nGF+xv P, - (27V’* 
I x e 
-tY2 dt < K/o for all x E R. 
-a2 
Furthermore assume that u > 1.70911 . (4(2x)‘/* K + 1) and let 6 := 
2.39122 . ((4(2n)“’ K + 1) a-1)1/3. Then 
.a-c3u<N,<N2<p++u. 
Proof. Clearly, for all t > 0, 
1 - t + t*/2 - $16 < e-’ < 1 - t + t*/2 - t3/6 + t4/24. 
This implies 
1 - t*/2 + t”/8 - t6/48 < e-“* < 1 - t*/2 + t4/8 - t”(1 - t2/8)/48 
for all t E R. 
Hence, for 1 tl Q 2, 
1 - t*/2 + t4/8 - f/48 < e- t2f2 < 1 - t*/2 + t4/8 - t6/96. 
Now let E := u-’ and a := (6 - &)/3. Since from 
u > 1.70911 . (4(2~)“~ K + 1) 
(1) 
there follows 0 < 6 < 2, we easily obtain from (1) 
and 
I 
a 1, := e-‘Y* dt > 2(a - a3/6 + a5140 - a’/336) 
-a 
I, := es ecty2 dt < 6 - 6’16 + a5140 - 6’1672 
! (I 
- (a - a’/6 + as/40 - a’/672). 
Thus, we get 
I, -I, > --E + J3/6 - 6$/40 + 6’1672 - (a312 - 3a5/40 + 5a’/672). (2) 
It is easy to verify that, for all x E R, 
-$ (x3/2 - 3x5/40 + 5x7/672) > 0, 
so that from a < 613 we have 
a3/2 - 3a5/40 + 5a7/672 < @/54 - 6’13,240 + 56’/1,469,664 
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and this implies together with (2) 
I, - I, > --E + #(4 - 26’/3 + 1,09G4/27,216)/27. (3) 
Let g(x) := 4 - 2x2/3 + 1,091x4/27,216. Then, using differentiation, we can 
establish that g(6) > g(2) = 3,359/1,701. 
Hence, from (3), 
I, - I, > 3,359#/45,927 - E. 
By definition of 6, we thereupon obtain 
Zr -I, > 4(2x)“* . K/a 
This, in connection with property (b), implies that 
where the notation C: pn means the sum of all p,, with x < n < y. 
Since (01 + 60) - @+ ao)) - (01 + aa) - &- au)) = 1, the sum on the 
right side of (4) has at least as many terms as the sum on the left side of (4). 
Thus, from property (a) and (4), we have 
Clearly, by reasons of symmetry, there is also 
N, > ,u - da. 
Remark. In Theorem (A*) the constants c, := 1.70911 and 
c2 := 2.39122 are chosen in such a way that 6 < 2. The proof of the theorem 
obviously shows that other restrictions on 6 lead to new values of the 
constants cr , c2. A few values are written down in the following table: 
6< 2 1.5 1 0.5 
c, = 1.70911 2.86547 7.93287 56.27700 
c2 = 2.39122 2.13054 1.99439 1.91608 
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